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Abstract
This paper describes the systems used for the MSR+FBK
submission for the SLT track of IWSLT 2013. Starting from
a baseline system we made a series of iterative and additive improvements, including a novel method for processing
bilingual data used to train MT systems for use on ASR output. Our primary submission is a system combination of five
individual systems, combining the output of multiple ASR
engines with multiple MT techniques. There are two contrastive submissions to help place the combined system in
context. We describe the systems used and present results on
the test sets.

1. Introduction
Our work for IWSLT 2013 [1] began with a baseline system
that consisted of piping the 1-best output from FBK ASR
system [2] through a phrase-based machine translation system [3]. We made a series of additive improvements to both
the ASR and MT components, culminating in a combined
system that significantly outperformed our baseline on the
tst2010 test set. The biggest MT improvements came from
augmenting the training data with data normalized to make
it more similar to ASR output. The biggest ASR improvements came from using DNNs and doing speaker and language model adaptation.
We used three different ASR systems, which we will refer to in this paper as FBK, MSRA and MSRA-2. The FBK
system is described in section 2.1. The MSRA and MSRA-2
systems are described in section 2.2.
We used four different MT systems, referred to hereafter
as TREELET, PHRASE-BASED, PHONEME and OODPHONEME. The TREELET system is a tree-to-string translation system as described in [4]. The PHRASE-BASED
system is a phrase-based machine translation system as described in [3]. The PHONEME system is a phrase-based system where the source side of the in-domain training data has
been altered using a novel technique that makes it look more
like ASR output. The technique used to alter the training data
is novel. The OOD-PHONEME system is the same as the
PHONEME system, but with the addition of out-of-domain
normalized data.
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Our primary submission was a system combination
of five systems: FBK-TREELET, FBK-PHRASE-BASED,
FBK-PHONEME, MSRA-PHONEME, and MSRA2-OODPHONEME. The system combination was performed using
techniques described in [5].
In section 2 we discuss the ASR systems we used. Section 3 describes the work we did to insert punctuation into the
ASR output. In section 4 we describe the machine translation
systems we used. Results are discussed in section 5.

2. ASR Systems
Our system combination used the output from two different
ASR engines. The first is the FBK engine described in [6].
The second is a system developed at Microsoft Research.
2.1. FBK ASR System
The FBK English speech recognizer is an HMM-based triphone large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition system with acoustic models trained on both TED talks and outof-domain data, such as the HUB4 broadcast news speech
corpus. Lightly-supervised training is used to select reliable
data from the TED talks, since the transcripts are inexact.
The language model is constructed by filtering out all but
100 million words of the Gigaword and WMT 2013 out-ofdomain corpora, as well as 2.7 million words from the provided in-domain data. Each corpus is used to train a distinct 4-gram language model, which are used to rescore the
word graphs produced in the second recognition pass. Additionally, a linearly interpolation of the LMs is used for word
graph rescoring. Word graph rescoring is used in the second recognition pass. System combination is performed with
ROVER on the alternative rescoring methods. System performance on several IWSLT development and test sets are
reported in Table 1. More details of the system can be found
in [2].
2.2. MSR ASR System
The MSRA recognizer is an HMM-based triphone/trigram
large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition system that
is fairly standard except that it uses a deep neural network
for acoustic modeling—specifically a CD-DNN-HMM, or

context-dependent deep-neural network hidden Markov
model [7, 8]. The system was developed out of a speakerindependent Switchboard system trained on 2000h of data
(the SWBD and Fisher corpora), as described in [9]. That
same model was used (with minor vocabulary tweaks) for a
live demonstration of speech-to-speech [10], where one can
get a subjective impression for its accuracy. In the following,
we will describe how this system was adapted to the IWSLT
task.
2.2.1. IWSLT Acoustic Model
The SWBD acoustic model is suboptimal for TED talks in
that they are wideband recordings with a large variation of
non-native accents. We switched training data to the TEDLium collection [11], which consists of about 56000 utterances from 774 talks, which amounts to 118 hours of usable
training speech after segmentation. The resulting DNN has 7
hidden layers of dimension 2048, and 9304 output classes.
The feature extraction was updated for wideband recordings and to reflect the latest experience w.r.t. DNNs. We
used a raw 40-channel Mel-filterbank instead of PLPs, 10-th
root non-linearity, and a wider frame window of 23 frames
or about 1/4 of a second), instead of derivatives. This was
followed by the usual mean-variance normalization.
The model training consisted of a first training round
using the cross-entropy (CE) objective with regard to the
“ground-truth” state-level time alignments created from a
GMM starting model; realigning those using that DNN followed by further CE iterations; and then finally sequence
training using the frame-smoothed maximum mutual information (FS-MMI) criterion [12].
The training process and model parameterization were
chosen based on prior experience with different tasks without
additional specific tuning for the IWSLT task.
2.2.2. IWSLT Language Model
The trigram language model was replaced by one trained
on the provided “ASR LM Training Data English” since
the SWBD language model was not admissible for this
task, and interpolated with a second trigram language model
trained on a large out-of-domain (OOD) collection (Gigaword, NewsCrawl, Europarl). Due to the vast size of this
OOD collection, we aggressively pruned the OOD trigram
to keep it at manageable size. The vocabulary was selected
using a minimum word frequency of 40. The resulting vocabulary size was 110,813.

Table 1: Word error rates of FBK’s primary English ASR
submission on various IWSLT test sets.
WER[%]
System dev2010 tst2010 tst2011 tst2012 tst2013
Primary
17.0
15.7
13.6
16.2
23.2

2.2.3. Speaker Adaptation
Lastly, we used the fDLR feature transform for unsupervised
speaker adaptation on each talk. fDLR, or feature-space discriminative linear regression [9], is a direct adaptation of the
well-known fMLLR transform (also known as CMLLR), but
using the discriminative cross-entropy criterion with backpropagation instead of maximum likelihood.
The fDLR process consists of a first-pass recognition that
was configured to emit state-level alignments; inserting a virgin linear layer (the fDLR transform) at the bottom of the
DNN stack; and then applying back-propagation to update
the 402 tied fDLR parameters until convergence, using the
first-pass recognition output as the “ground truth.”
2.2.4. Results
Table 2 shows word-error rates (WERs) for three previous
IWSLT test sets (dev2010, dev2012.en-sl, tst2010.en-fr). We
see that the unmodified SWBD system performs 7 to 9 percentage points worse than the IWSLT-adapted system. We
also see once again the benefit of the deep neural network:
The WER of the TEDLium GMM starting model gets improved by the comparable DNN by a relative 30 to 37% (row
“+ realign + CE training”).
On top of that, the gain from sequence training is in the
range of 3 to 6% relative. The row marked “sequence training” is the system labelled MSRA in the rest of this paper.
The OOD LM gives us another 5 to 9%. Finally, fDLR
speaker adaptation yields an up to 8% relative reduction.
This is the system we will henceforth call MSRA-2. Despite doing no IWSLT-specific tuning (beyond swapping the
training data), the resulting error rates are competitive with
the best systems of IWSLT 2012.
Table 2: Word error rates of the MSRA recognizer on three
previous IWSLT test sets for various configurations. The two
rows in boldface are the MSRA and MSRA-2 systems, respectively.
WER[%]
System
dev2010 tst2010 dev2012
SWBD DNN baseline
20.5
19.2
25.7
TEDLium, GMM start
25.0
25.5
29.4
+ DNN, CE-trained
17.6
15.7
18.7
+ realign + CE training
17.4
15.6
18.6
+ sequence training
16.3
15.1
17.8
+ OOD LM
15.2
13.8
16.8
+ speaker adaptation
14.6
12.9
15.5

3. Punctuation Insertion
3.1. Punctuation restoration strategies
Punctuation restoration is an important task for Spoken Language Translation (SLT). Speech recognition systems provide neither punctuation nor sentence boundaries in the pro-

duced text. In this work, the sentence boundaries are provided by the IWSLT evaluation task; therefore we focus only
on intra-sentence punctuation restoration.
Generally, there are three strategies for punctuation
restoration for SLT.
1. Inserting punctuation on the output of the ASR system
before feeding it as the input to the machine translation
system. In this case, we can use conventional machine
translation systems trained on punctuated text in both
source and target languages.
2. Handling punctuation insertion as part of the translation process, where translation is done from ASR-like
unpunctuated text as the source and fully punctuated
text as the target.
3. Proceeding as in the second strategy but producint unpunctuated target text and trying to restore punctuation
on the produced target text.
Previous work in [13] showed that the first strategy
provides the best results with machine translation quality.
Therefore, in the current work we choose the first strategy
where we process the ASR output to restore intra-sentence
punctuation as a preprocessing step before translation.

BLEU
Baseline
Punctuation Restored

Case Sensitive
20.83
22.71 (+1.88)

Table 3: Punctuation Restoration Results
points). Therefore, the purpose of the system is to produce
punctuated text form unpunctuated text within the sentence.
We use two sets of 5000 sentences from the TED talks data as
our development and test sets for the punctuation restoration
system.
3.4. Results
We evaluate the system on the translation task directly; where
we restore punctuations and compare the effect of restoring
the punctuation on the overall translation quality. We use
the English-French translation task; where the baseline is
translating without punctuation restored. The table shows
the translation results with and without punctuation for the
English-French translation task. The baseline has no punctuation restored. The system shows significant improvement
of 8.5% over the baseline in terms of overall BLEU score.

4. MT Systems

3.2. The Approach
Using SMT for punctuation restoration was introduced in
[14], where a phrase-based translation system was trained
to translate from unpunctuated source text to punctuated target text with pseudo bilingual data obtained by removing
punctuation from the source side and leaving the target side
punctuated. They showed significant improvement on the
IWSLT-2007 evaluation when they deployed this approach
as a post-processing step for restoring punctuation for unpunctuated target text. More recently, [13] evaluated the
same approach as a preprocessing step for ASR output and
as a post-processing step for unpunctuated target translation.
They found that using it as a preprocessing step is significantly better than post-processing. In this work, we adopt
the same approach as a preprocessing step.
Our system is a phrase-based MT system; we use a
monotonic decoder with no reordering and no distortion
penalty. The language model is a 5-gram LM trained on the
target side of the parallel data.

Case Insensitive
22.5
24.42 (+1.92)

This section describes the various machine translation systems we used.
4.1. Training Data
We used the same training data to train all of our machine
translation systems. For in-domain parallel data, we used
the TED corpus provided by the competition. Out-of-domain
parallel data was
1. Gigaword
2. MultiUN
3. Europarl V7
4. Parallel News commentary V8
5. WMT 2013 News Commentary (Common Crawl)
Data to build the French target language model was
1. News Commentary V8

3.3. Data and data preparation

2. News Crawl

Our training data is English data from IWSLT out-of-domain
data. We selected 26M sentences of the English side of the
data from Europarl and News Broadcast. We processed the
data to remove all punctuation except for periods, commas,
semi-colons, question marks, apostrophes and exclamation
points. This processed data represents the target side of our
MT system. The source side of the translation data is obtained by removing the sentence boundary punctuation (periods, commas, semi-colons, question marks and exclamation

3. French Gigaword V3
4. European Language Newspaper Text LDC95T11
4.2. Baseline System
Our baseline system is a typical phrase-based statistical machine translation system. Details of the system are described
in [3]. The decoder is very similar to the one used by Moses
[15].

4.3. Treelet System
In addition to our phrase-based baseline system, we also
used a syntax-based tree to string MT system, as described
in [4]. Although the BLEU score of this system individually
is somewhat lower than that of the baseline phrase-based system, it is able to capture certain phenomena that are hard to
capture in phrase-based systems. It is thus a very useful component for system combinations.
4.4. Phoneme-motivated Text Normalization
Machine translation relies heavily on the data it uses in training. Simply training a MT system on text corpora and applying it to spoken language translation creates a search space
that is inaccessible by the output of the ASR system. Therefore, it is very important to have a representative training
corpus for translating spontaneous speech, instead of written
text. Unfortunately, bilingual spontaneous speech corpora of
sufficient size for high-quality MT are not widely available.
We chose to adapt our written training data to look more like
speech.
The ASR output deviates from written text in the following ways:
1. Delinquencies, such as restarts and word deletions.
2. Tokens in their pronounced form. For example, the token 1990 can have different pronounced forms based
on its context; namely “nineteen ninety” or “one thousand nine hundred ninety”. Other symbols may also be
pronounced or ignored depending on the context.
3. ASR errors. These errors may come from homophone
confusions, e.g. theirs vs. there’s; reference words not
appearing in the lexicon (OOV words), misrecognized
phonemes, e.g. is instead of its; and biases from the
language model. In the case of OOV errors, the words
not appearing in the ASR lexicon are substituted with
phonetically similar in-vocabulary words.
We consider the ASR system as a channel that maps transcripts into recognition results. Were there training data that
maps speech recognition outputs to translations, we could
train a machine translation system without relying on text
corpora. Since this is rarely the case, we attempt to adapt
the MT data into ASR-like output to anticipate both potential ASR errors and text normalizations that transform texts
into a canonical form.
To motive our work, let’s consider a concrete example of
ASR output:
Transcript:
ASR output:
Reference :
MT output :

And there are...
And their are...
Et il y a...
Et leur font...

We can see that there and their are commonly confused
homophones. While this error may occur frequently in ASR

output, a machine translation system that is trained on written
text in professional domains will not encounter this error and
will not have sufficient statistics to translate their are as il y
a. Therefore, in our work we try to simulate the recognition
behavior of the ASR system by converting written text into
the phoneme space, and then map back to the text space using
a phrase-based MT system trained using components from
the system we want to simulate.
4.4.1. System Configuration
Inspired by the expositions of [16, 17], we first normalize each word in FBK’s ASR lexicon into a phoneme sequence by performing text-to-speech (TTS) analyses with
an in-house synthesizer. The phoneme sequences and their
target lexical forms are used respectively as source and target parallel training data for a monotonic phoneme-to-word
phrase-based MT system. We use two 4-gram LMs from
FBK’s IWSLT 2012 primary submission [6], which were
trained with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [18] on TED
and WMT data. Due to the small amount of training data, we
assign uniform forward and backward phrase probabilities to
each phoneme sequence to word mapping. We omit lexical
probabilities.
With the aforementioned components, we can now tune a
phrase-based machine translation system that translates from
the actual phoneme sequence into ASR text output. The optimization can be done by randomly sampling a small development set from the 1-best ASR outputs on dev2010 from
FBK’s IWSLT 2012 primary submission. The corresponding
transcripts are used as input in MERT. We apply the tuned
phoneme-to-word translation system to all the training data
and concatenate the synthesized bitexts with existing written
bitexts as additional training data. Figure 1 provides a graphical depiction of the pipeline.
As we mentioned, the method we proposed tries to address the problem of ASR errors. The generated bitext has
the following properties:
• All the numerals and symbols are converted into their
pronounced form.
• Homophone errors and combination errors are injected
into the new bitext.
• The text will not contain any OOVs that don’t appear in the ASR system’s lexicon. OOV words will
be mapped to their most likely alternatives.
4.4.2. Expanding Pronunciation Hypotheses
Since our TTS analyzer in the .NET framework provides the
single best phoneme sequence for an utterance, we expanded
the phoneme sequences generated for each word in the ASR
lexicon by performing TTS analysis on each transcript line in
the TED training data and aligning the phoneme sequences
to each corresponding word. Pronunciations for word entries not appearing in the ASR lexicon are ignored. We also

TTSOTextOAnalyzer

ASROLM
PronouncedO
Form

Normalization
None
TED-only
ALL

ASRO
PronunciationO
Dictionary

WrittenOText

MERT

PBMTO
System

Phone-to-WordO
PhraseOTable

ASROOutput

NormalizedO
Text

Figure 1: Phonetic normalization pipeline
captured count statistics on each pronunciation sequence to
word mapping. These counts were used to rank the forward
and backward probabilities of the pronunciation phrase table
by (1/1 + r), where r is the rank of the pronunciation mapping.

tst2010
23.60
24.50
25.03

Table 4: Evaluation results for text normalization. R AW
refers to un-normalized training corpora. Normalization
techniques use TTS analysis to convert input data into
phoneme sequences, followed by channel modeling trained
from the ASR lexicon (L EX) and optionally the TED training data to generate normalized text.
ing a simple graph with one word per link from the skeleton
hypothesis, and each remaining hypothesis is aligned with
the partial confusion network. This allows words from all
previous hypotheses be considered as matches and leads to
better performance compared to the pairwise IHMM. The incremental IHMM is also more computationally efficient than
fully joint optimization methods such as [21], and provides a
good trade-off between accuracy and runtime cost. In our implementation, each of these five systems produces a 10-best
output for system combination. The semantic word similarity of the IHMM is derived from the French/English word
translation probabilities learned on the TED parallel training data using the word-dependent HMM-based alignment
method proposed in [22]. The language model is a trigram
LM trained on the French side of the TED parallel data. The
system combination parameters are tuned on the first half of
the IWSLT tst2010 set, while the second half is reserved as
the devtest set.

5. Results
4.4.3. Results
We compare the normalization techniques described above
against a baseline MT system containing only un-normalized
text. Our first system (TED norm) performs the normalization technique in 4.4.1, using uniform phrase translation
probabilities. In the second system, we normalize all of the
MT training data and use the phrase-based translation probability features estimated from the TED data, as described in
4.4.2.
Both the original and improved channel model results are
provided in Table 4 using FBK’s output.
4.5. System Combination
In testing, we combined outputs from the five single systems using the incremental indirect hidden Markov model
(IHMM) proposed in [5, 19], which has been shown to give
superior performance in several MT benchmark tests [20].
The parameters of the IHMM are estimated indirectly from
a variety of sources including semantic word similarity, surface word similarity, and a distance-based distortion penalty.
The pairwise IHMM was extended to operate incrementally
in [19], where the confusion network is initialized by form-

Here we present the results of testing our various systems on
test sets.
5.0.1. Test Data
Because we observed mismatches between the dev2010 and
tst2010 test sets which made dev2010 unsuitable for use in
tuning our system combination, we decided to use half of
tst2010 as a development test set and the other as a heldout test set. Throughout the rest of the paper we will refer to these sets as tst2010-dev and tst2010-test.1 It should
be noted that only the system combination parameters were
trained on the tst2010-dev. None of the individual systems
used tst2010-dev for training or parameter tuning, so results
on these sets are valid test results. However we have chosen to report results for the individual systems on the two
halves of tst2010 separately in order to make them comparable with the results of the combined system. As the
reader will note, the results on the two halves are generally
very close. Reported results are case-sensitive, punctuationsensitive BLEU.
1 Tst2010-dev

contains talks 767, 769, 779, 783, and 785, while tst2010test contains talks 790, 792, 799, 805, 824, and 827.

System
fbk.baseline
fbk.phoneme
fbk.ood-phoneme
fbk.treelet
msra.baseline
msra.phoneme
msra.ood-phoneme
msra.treelet
msra-2.baseline
msra-2.phoneme
msra-2.ood-phoneme
msra-2.treelet
syscombo3 (First three)
syscombo5 (all five)

tst2010-dev
22.05
21.75
22.16
20.41
22.04
22.18
22.67
20.92
22.88
23.11
23.46
21.69
22.9
24.4

tst2010-test
21.57
21.85
22.52
20.8
21.83
22.09
22.74
21.19
22.41
22.84
23.61
22.15
22.41
24.08

Table 5: BLEU Results from all systems on tst2010-dev and
tst2010-test. Our primary submission was syscombo5. Contrastive1 msra-2.ood-phoneme, our best single system. Contrastive2 is fbk.ood-phoneme
ASR system comparison
0.24
0.235
0.23
0.225
0.22
0.215
0.21
0.205
0.2
0.195
0.19

treelet

baseline
fbk

msra

phoneme

ood-phoneme

msra-2

Figure 2: BLEU Results by ASR system
5.0.2. Test results
In Table 5, we report results for each ASR system + MT system combination. In figure 2, we can see the BLEU scores
for each ASR system, grouped by translation system. In figure 3, we can see BLEU scores for each MT system, grouped
by ASR system. The trends are very clear. On the ASR side,
the benefits of using DNNs, speaker adaptation and a large
out-of-domain LM are quite clear and robust across MT systems. For the MT systems, the advantage of adapting the
training data with the phoneme method is also clear, with
OOD-PHONEME systems outperforming systems with only
in-domain adapted data across the board. System combination of 5 systems buys about 1 BLEU point on top of the best
single system.
Table 6 contains our results on the official SLT test set
(tst2013) as well as the progress test sets tst2010, tst2011
and tst2012. As the reader can see, our results on tst2010
and tst2012 were very different from those on tst2011 and
tst2013. On tst2010, syscombo5 (our primary submission)

MT System Comparison
0.24
0.235
0.23
0.225
0.22
0.215
0.21
0.205
0.2
0.195
0.19

fbk
treelet

msra
basline

phoneme

msra-2
ood-phoneme

Figure 3: BLEU Results by MT system
scores a full BLEU point above msra-2.ood-phoneme, which
is in turn almost a full point above fbk.ood-phoneme (contrastive2). Syscombo5 also scores highest on tst2012. Conversely, fbk.ood-phoneme scores higher than syscombo5 on
tst2013 (by nearly two BLEU points!) and on tst2011. The
odd-yeared and even-yeared test sets seem to show significant signals pointing in different directions. We have thus far
been unable to find a good explanation for this discrepancy.
There are several possible factors.
Regarding the ordering of two phoneme-normalized systems (fbk.ood-phoneme vs. msra-2.ood-phoneme), it is
worth noting that the data normalizations for both systems
were derived from the FBK dictionaries and language models. This suggests an obvious bias in favor of fbk.oodphoneme over msra-2.ood-phoneme. Perhaps the effects of
this bias were weaker in the tst2010 set than in the other test
sets. We plan to train a normalizing system using the vocabulary from the msra-2 system in order to test the significance
of this effect.
The difference in the ordering of the syscombo5 system
in relation to the other systems is even starker and more difficult to explain. Strong distributional similarity between
tst2010-dev and tst2010-test might have led to overfitting on
that test set. However this seems unlikely given that the sets
of talks contained in the two splits are disjoing. Furthermore,
that hypothesis fails to explain the very strong performance
of syscombo5 on tst2012.

P
C1
C2

Metric
BLEU
TER
BLEU
TER
BLEU
TER

tst2010∗∗
24.08
–
23.61
–
22.16
–

tst2011
27.21
0.5622
26.72
0.5706
27.55
0.5647

tst2012
29.92
0.5330
–
–
29.47
0.5358

tst2013
22.42
0.637
20.96
0.654
24.36
0.599

Table 6: Results of submitted English-French runs evaluated on
the IWSLT TED test sets. Note re. tst2010**: Because we used the
first half of tst2010 as a development set for system combination in
our primary submission, we report results only for the second half
of tst2010. As one can see in Table 5, the BLEU scores for the
two halves are generally very close, so this is a decent proxy for the
whole test set.
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